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John Malkovich 
 

John Malkovich has worked as an actor, director, writer and producer in theatre and film. 
among the films he was involved with as a producer are the accidental tourist, ghost world, 
juno,  art school confidential ,demolition, how to draw a bunny, which way home. and the 
dancer upstairs, which he also directed. as an actor in theatre he most recently in david 
mamet’s bitter wheat, and also performed in burn this on broadway and in the west end in 
london, the libertine at chicago’s steppenwolf theatre where he was an original member of 
the ensemble, the glass menagerie, of mice and men, death of a salesman , true west and is at 
present touring in a production of in the solitude of the cotton fields. as a director his works 
include adapting and directing don delillo’s libra, the good canary -which he staged in paris, 
mexico city and london, hysteria - which was done in chicago, paris and barcelona, and most 
recently tom stoppard’s leopoldstadt at the dailies theatre in riga, latvia. in recent years he 
has done a number of classical music collaborations, among which are the infernal comedy, 
the giacomo variations, just call me god , the music critic, the report on the blind, a rotating 
drummer inside a box, and the infamous ramirez hoffman. he worked for many years as a 
fashion designer, doing twenty four collections for a line called uncle kimono and for another 
called techno bohemian. as an actor in movies he has made over 100 films, and has appeared 
in such movies as the killing fields, places in the heart, the ogre, le temps retrouvé, rounders, 
being john malkovich, dangerous liaisons, the convent, klimt, in the line of fire, up among the 
clouds and the sheltering sky, among many others. 
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